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FROM YOUR DACM
I hope you all are doing well as we charge through the second
half of the fiscal year. As we approach Memorial Day, let us
honor those who gave their lives for our country. My warmest
wishes on Memorial Day 2018 and deepest gratitude for
the ultimate sacrifice of our fallen heroes. May this year’s
Memorial Day bring you good memories of those you have
lost.
In this newsletter edition we highlight many things to
include our recently completed 4th Estate Acquisition Career
Management Summit, organizations and individuals who
were presented awards at the Summit, leadership courses
with seat availability for registration, talent management
programs that have kicked-off, and some quick reference
guides for the Defense Acquisition Talent Management System (DATMS).
As a reminder, later this year, we will transition training registration and travel
management from the Acquisition Training Application System (ACQTAS) to DATMS to
create a true one-stop-shop for all your acquisition career management needs. Over
the next several months, communications about major system changes and training
materials will be available through our website, DATMS, newsletters, and email, so
stay tuned! Keeping everyone in the loop will help ensure a smooth transition.
As noted in the memorandum signed by the Director for Human Capital Initiatives in
this newsletter, we are initiating a 2018 campaign in partnership with the 4th Estate
Defense Agencies and DoD Field Activities to reinforce the importance of appropriately
designating positions and acquisition workforce members meeting their position
requirements. Collectively, let’s work together to make the 4th Estate’s certification
and continuous learning compliance rates as high as possible!
We still have seats available in some of our leadership courses, but acquisition
workforce members should register as soon as possible as they won’t last long! We
are very excited to host the first 4th Estate – “Leaders Building Leaders” weeklong
event at DAU’s Fort Belvoir campus from August 27-31, 2018. During the week, we
will offer training courses, breakout sessions such as critical thinking, wellness, speed
networking with senior leaders, and motivational speakers.
Thank you all for everything you do! Always remember that you are making a
difference to the mission of the Department of Defense on a daily basis! Please
don’t hesitate to reach out to me or my staff if we can be of assistance to you or your
organization.

Scott Bauer
Director
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4th Estate Welcomes New Deputy Director

AARON HUTSON
The 4th Estate DACM is pleased to announce the selection
of Aaron Hutson as the Deputy Director, Acquisition Career
Management (DACM) for the 4th Estate.
Mr. Hutson has served as the Communications Director
for the 4th Estate DACM since July 2014, and has done an
excellent job in this role while managing all DACM office
communications to include the quarterly newsletter,
website, email correspondence, and data calls. He is also
the Contracting Officers Representative for the 4th Estate’s
Acquisition Leadership Challenge Program (ALCP).
Prior to his position as Communications Director, Mr.
Hutson served for over three years as a management
and program analyst for the Director, Human Capital
Initiatives (HCI). In his role with HCI, he was the Acquisition
Workforce (AWF) Senior Steering Board and Workforce Management Group Action Officer
and Communications Specialist. He also managed all aspects of the AWF Awards program.
Mr. Hutson also served for over three in the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense
for Acquisition, Technology and Logistics for the Director, Defense Procurement and
Acquisition Policy (DPAP) and Director, Defense Pricing (DP), Pentagon where he managed all
correspondence for the organization.
In his new role as 4th Estate Deputy DACM, Mr. Hutson will continue to assist with all aspects
of acquisition career management across the 4th Estate. His collaboration with the Defense
Agencies, as well as his communication skills, positive energy, and follow-through has drawn
praise and positive feedback from the 4th Estate acquisition workforce community. Aaron’s
efforts continue to demonstrate his dedication to support and improve the acquisition
workforce.
Please join us in welcoming Aaron Hutson as the 4th Estate Deputy DACM!
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4TH ESTATE DACM HOSTS SUCCESSFUL SUMMIT

by Aaron Hutson, 4th Estate Deputy DACM & Diane Jackson, Project Manager
DATMS/ACQTAS

The 4th Estate Director of Acquisition Career
Management (DACM) hosted the annual 4th Estate
Summit on April 9-10 at the Defense Acquisition
University (DAU) Fort Belvoir campus. Agency
acquisition leaders, career managers, and training
managers were encouraged to attend. With 55
participants, the 4th Estate agencies were well
represented.
The two-day Summit covered important topics
for the acquisition workforce and included many
new features. The first day began with a Summit
overview by Aaron Hutson, the Deputy DACM,
and a welcome message from the 4th Estate
DACM, Scott Bauer, highlighting specific 4th Estate
accomplishments, including:
• 6% increase in classroom graduations from
FY16 to FY17
• 97% fill rate of classroom training seats in
FY17
• 99.5% of 4th Estate student travel budget
obligated in FY17

Following the introductions of the attendees,
Jonathan Higgins, Program Analyst for the 4th
Estate DACM Office, briefed the attendees on 4th
Estate policy changes and initiatives and thanked
the agencies for their participation and feedback
in supporting these changes:
• Funding determination changed to 45 miles
from home to training for the 4th Estate travel
manager to issue a Line of Accounting
• Onsite roll window was increased from 75
to 100 days
• Fulfillment & Equivalency section now
reflects the newly released online process
A memo signed by the Director, Human Capital
Initiatives (HCI) on 28 March, kicked off a renewed
certification campaign. Mr. Higgins addressed 4th
Estate’s successes to-date:
• 35.7% decrease in number of 4th Estate

employees who do not meet certification
requirements
• 2% increase in number who meet
certification requirements

www.doddacm.mil
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As was announced earlier in the year, the 4th
Estate will be conducting a week-long “Leadership
and Talent Management Week” from August
27-31. Mr. Hutson noted that the event will
include workshops by the Leadership Foundry,
distinguished guest speakers, and five leadership
or talent management courses running
concurrently.
Dan Quinn from the Leadership Foundry led the
next session that was geared towards effective
communication and team building. Mr. Quinn
provided the Summit attendees a small sample
of the areas that are taught in the Acquisition
Leadership Challenge Program. He discussed
the importance of emotional intelligence in
the modern-day leader. His group activities
demonstrated the importance of overall
communication in team-building and maintaining
trust. One of the favorites, the “Marshmallow
Challenge” effectively enlightened all with
different thought processes individuals use to
solve problems.
After lunch, the President of DAU, James Woolsey,
provided a brief to the attendees about DAU
and how the University is aligning to Department
of Defense leadership priorities. Mr. Woolsey
encouraged everyone in attendance to read
the National Defense Strategy issued by the
Secretary of Defense, General James Mattis. DAU
completed a word map that denoted the words
that were used most frequently in the National
Defense Strategy and those included, “Innovate,
Change, New, Modernize”. Mr. Woolsey discussed
how important it was for DAU to be prepared to
provide training at the time of need to promote a
workforce that is updated, trained, and adaptive.
After a break, Ms. René Thomas-Rizzo, Director,
Human Capital Initiatives (HCI), spoke about the
HCI organization, the unique qualities of the
acquisition workforce (AWF), and highlighted
the AWF Strategic Plan designed to support
DoD priorities and the 2018 National Defense
Strategy, with the following goals:
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• Make the DoD an employer of choice
• Shape the AWF to achieve current and

future acquisition requirements

• Improve the quality and professionalism

of the AWF

• Continuously improve workforce policies,

programs, and processes

Mr. Woolsey discussed how
important it was for DAU to be
prepared to provide training at
the time of need to promote
a workforce that is updated,
trained, and adaptive.
Ms. Thomas-Rizzo provided many 4th Estate
metrics and included breakouts by career field
and component, illustrating the 2% increase
in the number of DAWIA certified 4th Estate
employees. Ms. Rizzo also discussed the
campaign that HCI is working to inform colleges
and Universities around the nation of civilian
acquisition opportunities within the Department
of Defense.
Director, Academic Programs for DAU, Mark
Camporini, addressed the group on the topic
of what constitutes “24 hours of Business”. Mr.
Camporini also noted that he is responsible for
updating all content on the DAU iCatalog.
As Day One wrapped up, Aaron Hutson, Deputy
DACM, reviewed discussion items proposed by
Agencies in advance of the Summit. And, to bring
it all together, a group of dedicated attendees
met up at a networking social to discuss some
of the day’s highlights and reinforce the strong
relationships 4th Estate believes in and supports!
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By design, Day One focused on overall policy,
achievements, goals, and current initiatives. Day
Two’s focus addressed specific changes ranging
from DAU’s new Learning Management System
(LMS), Cornerstone, and DATMS 2.0 modifications,
including Fulfillment & Equivalency, Training, and
Travel. After a brief summary of Day One’s events,
the DACM team started Day Two by continuing a
tradition started in 2017 – the 4th Estate Awards
Program. Seven organizations and two individuals
were honored this year. Please read the summit
award winners’ article for more information.
Jonathan Barkand, DAU Learning Systems
Program Manager, informed the attendees that
DAU is replacing the Atlas Learning Management
System with Cornerstone-on-Demand (CSOD). He
explained the migration process prior to “Go Live”.
Focus Groups were conducted and an ongoing
User Acceptance Test (UAT) will determine DAU’s
final roll-out date. Currently, the pilot roll out target
date is 1 September 2018 and 1 October 2018 for
the “Go Live”. Mr. Barkand discussed new business
processes, including a change to the academic
grading policy. With CSOD,
• Students will have three test attempts,
• After the 3rd failure, the curriculum will

restart at Module 1
• Test questions will be presented again from
a randomized pool

Other notable process changes include:
• Student enrollment for web courses will
occur via CSOD rather than ACQTAS/DATMS
• Faculty support
• Student notifications
• Student actions (Web courses)
• Training status values
• Course prerequisite waiver process
• Course completion certificates

		
		
		
		
		

Dan Quinn measuring the marshmallow challenge structure

After a short break, Stephen Gould and Jennifer
Sur, ASM Tech Leads, presented updates related to
DATMS 2.0 modifications. The system updates are
designed to modernize functionality – eventually
leading to the sunsetting of ACQTAS. Planned
modifications include:
• Training/Registration with configurable

workflow steps (Target release: Fall, 2018)
• Newly automated Fulfillment/Equivalency
modules (Released 22 March, 2018)
• Travel Management, incorporating Google
maps to help with mileage estimations (Target
release: Fall, 2018)
Mr. Gould and Ms. Sur addressed questions
from participants, noting specific, future change
requests that will be investigated and, if accepted,
prioritized. They thanked agencies who submitted
names of individuals to participate in User
Acceptance Testing (UAT) events.
At last year’s Summit, participants asked about a
diagram to explain the 4th Estate data systems and
frequency. In response, the DACM team prepared
a graphic. Ms. Sur walked the attendees through
the data flow process using the diagram as a guide.

In preparation for the “Go Live” event, DAU will
provide mini-training videos, FAQs, Task Aids, and
fully trained Tier I & II support.
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Following the ASM Team Lead presentations,
the 4th Estate Quota Manager, Ashlee Riggins,
provided a Quota Management overview and
highlighted some best practices:
• Utilization of reports to effectively manage

quotas and prerequisite status
• Minimize No Shows to maximize 4th Estate
resources

Following lunch, Ms. Riggins resumed her
presentation and discussed the DAU FY19
schedule, which will be released on April 18, 2018.
Ms. Riggins urged agencies to promote early
reservations and requested that onsite courses be
filled as soon as possible.
Katharine Thomas, the 4th Estate Travel Manager,
discussed the travel management process with
the attendees. Ms. Thomas confirmed there will be
changes in the travel management process when
the modifications are released. She focused on
best practices to support timely travel support for
the AWF, including:

After addressing participant questions, Ms. Thomas
finished her session by providing responses to
common ACQTAS- and Defense Travel Systembased questions.
Towards the end of Day Two, Mr. Hutson updated
the participants on the status of the 4th Estate
Leadership and Talent Management Portfolio,
encouraging agencies to communicate with
the 4th Estate DACM team about future talent
management programs and opportunities
and reminding them of the upcoming August
leadership week.
The 2018 4th Estate Summit concluded with an
open discussion and survey. The survey results
indicated that the summit attendees were pleased
with the material discussed and felt the summit
was a valuable experience. Thank you to our
attendees and presenters for making the 2018 4th
Estate Summit a success!

• Cost effective locations (CEL) overview
• Effective non-CEL justification comments
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NINE AWARDS PRESENTED AT ANNUAL 4TH ESTATE
ACQUISITION CAREER MANAGEMENT SUMMIT
By: Aaron Hutson, 4th Estate Deputy DACM

On April 10, 2018, at the 4th Estate Acquisition Career Management Summit, the 4th Estate DACM, Scott
Bauer, presented seven organizational and two individual awards. The awards recognized outstanding
performance by organizations and individuals in support of the acquisition workforce. The award
winners are listed below. Congratulations!

MISSILE DEFENSE AGENCY

NATIONAL
RECONNAISSANCE OFFICE

DEFENSE CONTRACT
MANAGEMENT AGENCY

Highest DAWIA
Certification Compliance
As of FY18Q1

Highest DAWIA
Certification Compliance
As of FY18Q1

Most Improvement in
DAWIA Certification
Compliance
FY17Q1 to FY18Q1

DEFENSE
COMMISSARY AGENCY

DEFENSE CONTRACT
MANAGEMENT AGENCY

DEFENSE
LOGISTICS AGENCY

Most Improvement in
DAWIA Certification
Compliance
FY17Q1 to FY18Q1

Active Workforce
Management Award
April 2018

Highest Continuous
Learning Compliance
As of April 1, 2018

DEPARTMENT OF
DEFENSE EDUCATION
ACTIVITY

DEFENSE
LOGISTICS AGENCY

DEFENSE INFORMATION
SYSTEMS AGENCY

Donna Johnson
Quota Manager of the Year
April 2018

Andrew Cawlfield
DACM Chairman’s Award
April 2018

Highest Continuous
Learning Compliance
As of April 1, 2018

www.doddacm.mil
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MISSILE DEFENSE AGENCY WINS SMALL BUSINESS
VANGUARD AWARD!
The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment, The Honorable Ellen
Lord, wrote in a memorandum dated April 5, 2018, “The Department of Defense (DoD)
Small Business Vanguard Awards recognizes the exemplary contributions of the Defense
acquisition workforce that influence small business procurement. In FY 2017, DoD procured
22.54 percent of all DoD prime contracting with small businesses and exceeded the
Department’s goal of 22 percent for the fourth consecutive year. The accomplishments of
the awardees underscores the innovation and contribution to readiness provided by the
small business industrial base.”
The Vanguard Award goes to the Missile Defense Agency as the DoD Component that best
exemplified a commitment to small business industrial competitiveness.
Congratulations MDA!

Click Here for More Info

Seats Available in Leadership Courses!

(For the full list of Leadership & Talent Management Programs &
Course Descriptions follow this link)
10
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Click Here for More Info
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LEADERSHIP COURSES LAUNCH!
By Hina Munir, 4th Estate DACM Talent Management Lead
The 4th Estate DACM Office is always looking for development opportunities to provide to the
acquisition workforce. We have a wide variety of courses being offered this year and the three
programs described below have begun.

OPM LEADERSHIP EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM (LEAD)

The Office of Personnel Management (OPM)
Leadership Education and Development Certificate
Program (LEAD) sessions started in February with
13 selected participants from across the 4th Estate.
We have at least one participant in every level
of the program: Project/Team Lead, Supervisor,
Manager, Professional, and Executive. The sessions
held so far are:
Leadership Assessment Level I
February 12-16, 2018
Leadership Assessment Level II
March 19-23, 2018
Senior Executive Assessment Program
April 23-27, 2018
The purpose of the program is to empower leaders
to take charge of their professional development
by providing a clear path to leadership training
that’s right for them and their careers. By training
tomorrow’s leaders today, this program helps
training officers, managers, and supervisors meet
the challenge of succession management.
LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE IN ACQUISITION
PROGRAM (LEAP)

The Leadership Excellence in Acquisition Program
(LEAP) is an eight month leadership/educational
opportunity. The first session was held from April
10-12, 2018 with five selected participants from
the 4th Estate. The program will run through
November 2018.

driving innovation and achieving results. The
focus of the first session in April was ‘Value
Based Leadership’. The students learned how to
improve interpersonal skills, maintain integrity,
gain motivation for public service, and selfmanagement.
HARVARD LEADERSHIP COMMUNICATION

The Harvard Leadership Communication course
was offered on April 23-24, 2018. Five selected
participants from the 4th Estate agencies
attended the course. The Harvard Leadership
Communication program is appropriate for
professionals at the GS12-15 or equivalent grade
levels who would like to be more effective in
both written and oral communications. Students
participate in the two day course at the Harvard
campus in Massachusetts.
In this program, students delve into the
communication tools and techniques used by the
world’s most successful managers. This program
helps students become more persuasive in all
communications in a range of settings and return
to their organization with greater confidence.
The participants provided positive feedback and
believe the course provides communication
techniques that can be applied in their current
professions and recommend it for everyone. There
will be three additional offerings of the Harvard
Leadership Communication course in June through
August of 2018. (Participants in these programs have
been selected and notified.)

The LEAP helps federal acquisition professionals
evolve into highly capable leaders that agencies
need to spearhead cost-savings, performance
improvement, and innovation. The program
gives participants the time and space to become
well-rounded leaders. Each three-day program
session focuses on a different facet of leadership:
leading teams, managing and motivating others,
www.doddacm.mil
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EXCELLENCE IN GOVERNMENT FELLOWS PROGRAM
CLASS OF 2017-2018 GRADUATES!
By Hina Munir, 4th Estate DACM Talent Management Lead

The 4th Estate DACM office offered the Excellence in Government Fellows (EIG)
program for the first time in 2017. We are pleased to announce that nine
participants from the 2017-2018 program graduated this year. The program
prepares leaders to be more than managers and to deliver results. The graduates
believe the program provided them with knowledge and strategies to apply in their
current and future positions, which helped them improve daily operations and
streamline processes. The program helped the employees become confident leaders.
We currently have seven participants enrolled in the program for 2018-2019.

Here is what some of the EIG Graduates had to say
about the program:
“The 4th Estate DACM office was extremely
excited to use Defense Acquisition Workforce
Development Funds last year to expand our
portfolio of leadership development opportunities.
In FY17, we sent nine high performing 4th Estate
acquisition workforce members to the Excellence
in Government Fellows Program. I was fortunate
enough to participate in the 2017-2018 cohort and
cannot say enough good things about the program.
The program, hosted by the Partnership for Public
Service, commenced in the serene setting of
14

Williamsburg, Virginia, where we were assigned
our Results Teams, drafted personal vision/
mission statements, discussed the importance of
personal and organizational value alignment and
analyzed our Myers Briggs personality results in
an interactive group activity. Each session for the
next nine months was centered on the Executive
Core Qualifications (ECQs) used by the Office
of Personnel Management (OPM) to determine
qualifications into the Senior Executive Service.
One of the most memorable moments of the
program was working on our results project.
Although the program is Federal-wide, my team
was comprised of Department of Defense (DoD)

www.doddacm.mil

personnel so we focused on an opportunity to
reinvigorate the promotion of the benefits of being
employed by the DoD. We coined the hashtag
#DoDPerks and developed a communication
strategy, marketing plan, trendy video, and
comprehensive #DoDPerks reference guide on the
plethora of current federal benefits. Like many of
the groups, we have an opportunity to continue
our project after graduation and are hopeful it is
adopted in some shape or fashion.”
Scott Bauer, Director, Acquisition Career
Management, 4th Estate
“The EIG Program opened up my worldview about
what Leadership is all about, and how it affects
our daily operations and our communications updown and lateral with peers, staff, and bosses. It
accomplishes its goals of preparing you as a leader
and innovator through a series of peer-discussions
monitored by a coach. These discussions are
combined with classroom exercises and small
working groups which are designed to work as a
team and make you think of ways and alternatives
to accomplish the mission and the vision of the

task or results project at hand. A while ago, a
mentor reminded me of these wise words: “The
whole is greater than the sum of the parts, if and
only if, we act as a TEAM”. The EIG Program will
make a difference in your professional life. I always
say that at the workplace, after each of us is gone,
we will be spoken of, for better or for worse.
Our names will be used sometimes as a noun or
other times as an adjective. But, you need to do
whatever it takes to ensure your name is used well.
You do not need to be the best, but if you are not
striving to be the best, then I will post this question,
“What the heck are you doing with your life?” EIG
will provide you with different tools to enhance
your creativity and innovation, external awareness,
resilience, flexibility, vision, conflict management,
leveraging diversity, helping and developing your
staff, etc. These are tools that you need in your tool
box to make a difference at your agency and as a
public servant in the U.S. Government.”
Ricardo “Rico” Estrada, Performance & Resource
Management (PRM), Defense Acquisition University
(DAU)

Left to Right: Margaret McCaskey, Bettina Hamilton, William Linzey, Ricardo “Rico” Estrada, Melissa Nolan, C. Shannon Craig, Diana Kuhn
www.doddacm.mil
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“My objective was to learn all I could to become
a better leader. This was my first leadership
training on this scale, with over 20+ days in
sessions and spread on over 10 months, so I
didn’t really know what to expect. I believe the
most important lesson was to think of myself as
leader and not simply a manager. This idea was
constantly reinforced throughout the program
in the readings, discussions, and benchmarks.
One of my realizations was how purposeful
being a good leader is. Also I plan to reach up
and interact with higher levels of leadership. I
think the most beneficial result of the course is
that it has given me a leadership mindset.”

change your style of leadership. However, when
you have the proper tools you know how and
when you to make adjustments in approach to
leadership.

William Linzey, Ph.D., Project Manager, Physical
Scientist, System Vulnerabilities and Assessments
(J9-NTSA), Defense Threat Reduction Agency
(DTRA)

“My objective for this course was to hone my
skills in the areas of driving results, leading
people, and building partnerships. I have found
improvement in all these areas. I specifically
appreciate the course material and the active
discussions with other highly motivated civilian
leaders in the other federal departments.
I thoroughly enjoyed the readings and was
extremely absorbed by a certain book, Crucial
Conversations. It provided me techniques to use
in my current position. Active listening skills is a
technique that is extremely useful to me. I use
physical cues of sitting back in my chair and
waiting for a break in the conversation prior
to speaking. This has definitely improved my
working relationship with others.”

“My objective in participating in the Excellence
in Government Program was to learn how to
become an effective leader and to make an
impact in my agency. The objectives exceeded
my expectations, providing detailed information
on the various types of leadership and when
to apply them based on different personality
traits. The material provided in the course
was invaluable because it provided a variety
of information to help a leader be more
effective from the benchmark speakers, to
the site visits where we learned how decisions
leaders made had an impact on society, to the
exercises/activities assigned throughout the
program. I particularly enjoyed the site visits
because they provided a perspective on past
Government leaders and how their decisions
impacted society as a whole and some of
those decisions still have impact on us today.
In addition to insightful comments provided
by the fellow cohorts in the program based
on their experiences. I also enjoyed working
on the group project interacting with multiple
leaders from other Government agencies. I will
apply all the areas we covered in the program
from values and vision to business acumen as
they relate to my position. This was personally
beneficial because I was able to self-reflect. It
also taught me that being an effective leader
does not necessarily mean that you have to
16

In my opinion, this course is very beneficial
to individuals in all levels of leadership from
beginners to more experienced leaders. In
addition, the personal assessments and oneon-one coaching sessions are imperative for
every leader.”
Melissa Nolan, Corporate Administrative
Contracting Officer, DCMA-AQKDM

Margaret E.G. McCaskey, DPEO-SRSE, USSOCOM
“The EIG Program was a great learning
experience. My objective was to expand
my knowledge base and develop my skills
to continue to make a difference at my
Agency. The EIG Fellows Program has greatly
contributed to this goal by providing surveys
and learning tools for self-awareness and selfdevelopment; the breakout into the smaller
cohort group and finally into a small team also
supported my objective. I was able to gain
deeper self-awareness, and understand how
I can best fit into the larger, more strategic
focus of public service. All of these factors will
support my Agency’s goals. The Public Service
provide books, readings, and presentations - all
of them were relevant to the topic at hand and
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reinforced the material presented. I enjoyed
the cohort approach to reinforce the material
and provide an opportunity to exercise the
leadership and core materials presented in
each session. I have already started a dialogue
with my supervisor regarding implementing
the skills I gained from my EIG training in the
office. Personally, many of the same skills
needed to succeed at work, are the same
as needed to succeed personally. I gained
greater self-awareness of my strengths and
weaknesses and how to approach others
to get a collaborative response. This was
a worthwhile training program and should
be afforded to others at DoD. Since the
workforce at DoD is typically highly educated, I
recommend opening this training opportunity
to high performing GS-13’s also.”
Bettina Hamilton, Ph.D., Office of the Inspector
General, IG Acquisition Program Manager,
Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA)
“My objective for participating in the
program was to learn more about my career
development options, as well as how to
develop myself for any potential future career
opportunities. I wanted to learn more about
the SES world and other leadership roles.
This program was a wonderful experience
and exceeded my expectations. The program
effectively used speakers and site visits to
illustrate the concepts in a real life way. I
also liked how in addition to presenting the
concepts, there was a focus on individual
discovery, development, and growth. I will
focus on being more aware of my interactions
and strive to implement the techniques I
learned in the class to continue to develop my
leadership skills. This was extremely beneficial
to me personally. It helped me confirm my
career goals and to develop a corresponding
development plan. I highly recommend this
program!”

“I gained greater
self-awareness of
my strengths and
weaknesses and how
to approach others
to get a collaborative
response. This was
a worthwhile training
program and should
be afforded to others
at DoD.”
Bettina Hamilton, Ph.D.
Office of the Inspector General
IG Acquisition Program Manager Defense
Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA)

C. Shannon Craig, Corporate Administrative
Contracting Officer, DCMA-AQKM DCMA Cost &
Pricing Center
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EQUIVALENCIES

(Defense Acquisition Talent Management System)

EQUIVALENCIES
Defense Acquisition University (DAU) recognizes training providers who offer courses certified as equivalent to DAU
curriculum courses and can be used to meet the requirements of the Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act
(DAWIA). It is important to note these courses must have been completed during the specified effective dates.
Historically, applying for credit for an equivalency was a manual process. Recently, this process was automated in the
Defense Acquisition Talent Management System (DATMS).
NOTE: A detailed description of the Defense Acquisition University Equivalency Program and a list of courses and effective
dates can be found at http://icatalog.dau.mil/appg.aspx.
To apply for credit for a DAU Equivalent Course, follow these steps:
1.

Upon graduation from a course taught
by an approved equivalent provider,
login to DATMS
(https://www.atrrs.army.mil/DATMS).
2. Navigate to My Career | DAU Training
| My Equivalency.
3. Click the Add Equivalency Request
button.
4. Follow the guided steps to select the
provider, course, and dates.
5. Click the Find DAU Equivalent button
to locate the appropriate DAU course.
6. After selecting the DAU course, click
the Apply for This Equivalency button.
7. Upload documentation, up to a
maximum of five (5) documents.
8. Enter Employee Remarks (limited to
1000 characters) as needed.
9. Click the Submit Request button.
10. After reviewing and approving the
equivalency request, the 4th Estate
DACM office will update the
Employee’s training history.

NOTE: After the equivalency has been approved, Employees should allow 24-48 hours for the record to reflect the
change on his/her transcript.
FAI Certifications and Course Equivalency
FAC-C/P certification does not translate into a DAWIA certification; however, some of the courses taken to achieve this
certification may be equivalent to DAU courses.

Click Here for More Info

DATMS: https://www.atrrs.army.mil/DATMS
Date: 26 April 2018
www.doddacm.mil
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FULFILLMENTS

(Defense Acquisition Talent Management System)

FULFILLMENTS
Acquisition workforce members of the 4th Estate can complete course prerequisites and training requirements by
exercising the Fulfillment Program. This program permits the assessment of a workforce member’s demonstrated
competencies, i.e., capabilities acquired through previous training, education, and/or experience, against the learning
outcomes/objectives of select DAU courses.
Fulfillment is only available for workforce members serving in acquisition positions. The fulfillment program is applicable
to training courses only and excludes 400-level courses. It is not applicable to Continuous Learning modules.
While fulfillment provides an option to obtain credit for coursework already mastered, the 4th Estate DACM believes
there is great benefit to both the person and the organization to take the training required for certification. Fulfillment
should only be used for highly qualified individuals. Before pursuing fulfillment, applicants should check with their
Agency Career Manager, local Training Coordinator, and/or Quota Manager, for applicability.
Historically, the fulfillment process was completed manually. Recently, this process was automated in DATMS.
Depending on Agency configuration in DATMS, a fulfillment request can be initiated in one of two ways: User responds
to invitation request or user submits fulfillment request without an invitation.
If the “invitation” setting is enabled for an Agency, an Agency Fulfillment Approver must send an invitation to an
Employee before the employee can submit a fulfillment request. The invitation fulfillment process follows these steps:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Within DATMS (https://www.atrrs.army.mil/datms/), the Agency Fulfillment Approver invites an employee to
submit a fulfillment request.
a. Navigate to Manage Agency | Manage Fulfillment Invitations.
b. Click “Create New Invitation” button.
c. After selecting an Employee and course for fulfillment, click the “Send Invitation” button.
d. The selected Employee will receive an email instructing him/her to log into DATMS and complete the
fulfillment request.
The employee responds to the invitation, uploads documentation, adds supporting remarks and submits the
request.
The employee’s supervisor reviews and concurs with the fulfillment request.
An Agency Fulfillment Approver (CAE-designated) reviews and concurs with the fulfillment request approval.
a. Navigate to Manage Agency | Manage Fulfillment Requests.
b. Click the name of the Employee who submitted the request in response to the invitation.
c. Review the application and process the request.
After approval by the Agency Fulfillment approver, the 4th Estate DACM Office performs a quality assurance review
and documents the approved fulfillment request to update the Employee’s training history.

NOTE: By default, agencies are set up to follow the invitation process for fulfillment requests. However, some agencies
may permit their Employees to initiate and submit a fulfillment request without an invitation. In those cases, employees
should navigate to My Career | DAU Training | My Fulfillment to submit the request and follow steps 2-5.
For detailed steps and screenshots about the fulfillment process, review the Release Notes within DATMS.
Processing Fulfillments for the Intelligence Community:
For organizations in the Intelligence Community, completion of the fulfillment request form is the only action required.
Supporting documentation should not be submitted in DATMS.

Click Here for More Info
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4TH ESTATE DACM QUOTA MANAGER REPORT
By Ashlee Riggins, 4th Estate DACM Quota Manager

FY19 DAU SCHEDULE RELEASED!
The FY19 DAU schedule was released on April 18, 2018. Below are some best practices to assist
you with meeting your training requirements for the upcoming fiscal year.
• Make Reservations Early!
• Students have more classes to choose from, which allows them to better meet their
training needs at convenient times throughout the FY
Making early reservations saves travel funds. Students can choose from more local class
offerings with NO associated travel costs, or classes with lower travel costs.
• Students can and should make multiple waits when they cannot obtain a reservation
• There is not a limit to the number of waits a student can have for a course
• After a student obtains a reservation, all his/her waits will be cancelled

DAU COURSE CHANGES
Renumbered Courses
Old Course Number
New Course Number
BCF 205
BCF 275
BCF 215
BCF 216
BCF 220
BCF 221
CON 232
CON 320
ENG 301
ENG 302
LOG 100
LOG 101
PMTT 251
PMT 252

DAU ANNOUNCES FIVE ADDITIONAL COURSES
THAT COUNT TOWARDS COLLEGE DEGREE!

The Defense Acquisition University (DAU)
announced five additional courses that can count
toward earning your college degree. The American
Council on Education (ACE) now recommends
college credit for 94 DAU courses and some even
qualify for graduate-level credits. Using credits
you earn by completing DAU courses will help you
earn your college degree faster.
The latest courses to earn credit
recommendations are:
• BCF 230 Intermediate Cost Analysis:

three upper-level baccalaureate semester
hours in finance, economics, or operations
management

Course Duration and Delivery Changes
BCF 131
Increased to 10 Days
BCF 275 (Formerly 205)
Reduced to 4 Full Days
BCF 330
Reduced to 5 Days
Course will be delivered via
ENG 260
web vice classroom
DAU School Changes
Chester, VA (507D)
Retired Effective FY19
Richmond, VA (507E)
Active Effective FY19

• BCF 250 Applied Software Cost Estimating:

three upper-level baccalaureate semester
hours in information systems
• BCF 301 Business, Cost Estimating, and
Financial Management Workshop: three
upper-level baccalaureate semester hours in
practicum in financial cost analysis
• EVM 101 Fundamentals of Earned Value
Management: two lower-level baccalaureate/
associate degree semester hours in business
administration or purchasing
• EVM 202 Intermediate Earned
Value Management: three upper-level
baccalaureate semester hours in acquisition
management, purchasing, and contract
administration

www.doddacm.mil
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4TH ESTATE DACM
TRAVEL MANAGEMENT REPORT

By Katharine Thomas, 4th Estate DACM Travel Manager
JULY LODGING IMPACTS IN SAN DIEGO
DAU’s West Region has sent out an alert that due to a comic convention, San Diego will
experience an extreme influx of travelers from July 19-22, 2018. Large events such as this can
make finding centrally located lodging very difficult. The following classes have been identified
as having impacts for DAU students.
Classes with direct impacts:
•
•
•
•

ACQ 203, class 135 (arriving to lodging 15 Jul - departs 20 Jul)
CMQ 101, class 006 (arrives 8-20 Jul)
ENG 301, class 040 (arrives 8-20 Jul)
ACQ 265, class not scheduled yet (arrives 16 - 20 Jul)

Classes with potential impacts:
•
•
•
•

CON 280, class 041 (arrives 22 Jul - 3 Aug)
CON 280, class 041 (arrives 22 Jul - 3 Aug)
ISA 320, class 021 (arrives 22 Jul - 27 Jul)
PQM 201B, class 028 (arrives 22 Jul - 27 Jul)

Individuals attending any of these classes should book their lodging immediately. To
book lodging in the Defense Travel System (DTS) please use an organization Line of Accounting
(LOA). This will not charge your trip to your organization, it’s just a place holder. Centralized
LOAs from the 4th Estate DACM Office for approved travelers are issued within 30 days of the
class start date. At that time, approved individuals can amend their existing authorizations to
use the LOA provided.
If there are complications with finding lodging please send an email to the 4th Estate
Travel Manager at acqtastravel@asmr.com.
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POLICY MEMORANDUMS ISSUED FROM OSD

By Aaron Hutson, 4th Estate Deputy DACM

TEMPORARY DIRECT-HIRE AUTHORITY FOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT EXPERTS
IN THE DEFENSE ACQUISITION WORKFORCE EXPANDED!

Pursuant to Section 1106 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2018, Public
Law 115-91, the following additional DoD Components may now use this authority: (1) the Office
of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; (2) The Joint Staff; (3) Combatant Commands; (4) the
Office of the Inspector General of the DoD; and (5) DoD Field Activities.
Click Here for More Info
CLASS DEVIATION ISSUED BY DIRECTOR, DPAP FOR MICRO-PURCHASE
THRESHOLD, SIMPLIFIED ACQUISITION THRESHOLD, AND SPECIAL EMERGENCY
PROCUREMENT AUTHORITY

The Director, Defense Procurement and Acquisition Policy & Defense Pricing, Shay Assad, in his
memorandum signed April 13, updated the Mico-Purchase Threshold, Simplified Acquisition
Threshold, and Special Emergency Procurement Authority.
Click Here for More Info
FY18 4TH ESTATE ACQUISITION WORKFORCE IDENTIFICATION
AND CERTIFICATION CAMPAIGN

Click Here for More Info
www.doddacm.mil
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RECAP OF THE DOD HUMAN CAPITAL SYMPOSIUM
AT SOUTHBRIDGE, MA MAY 1-2, 2018

By Scott Bauer, Director, Acquisition Career Management (4th Estate) &
Betty Hoapili, Chief, DLA Acquisition Career Office (J71)
The 2018 Department of Defense’s (DoD) Human Capital Symposium was conducted on May
1-2, 2018 in Southbridge, MA. This inaugural event, “Define the Future: Building the Workforce of
Tomorrow”, brought together partner agencies, members of industry and academia who shared
knowledge and best practices designed to support a fully qualified, innovated, and agile workforce.
In her Day One keynote address, the Honorable Ellen Lord, Under Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition and Sustainment, encouraged the acquisition workforce (AWF) to become “comfortable
with being uncomfortable”, emphasizing the National Defense Srategy’s three distinct lines of effort
– Building a more lethal force, strengthening alliances, and reforming business practices – as a
roadmap to become more “creatively compliant”. She reminded participants of the importance of
the Defense Acquisition Workforce Development Fund (DAWDF) as critical to the overall mission.
Ms. Anita Blair, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Civilian Personnel Policy, in Day
Two’s keynote address, discussed the President’s Management Agenda goals including how to
develop a modern, transformational 21st century workforce by improving employee performance
management and engagement; re-skilling and re-deploying human capital resources; and fostering
a simple, strategic hiring process.
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Major General Joseph Balskus (Ret.), HCI Director Rene’ Thomas-Rizzo, 4th Estate DACM Scott Bauer, 4th Estate Deputy DACM Aaron Hutson
participate in a skit demonstrating generational differences during day one of the Human Capital Symposium

Other symposium takeaways included:
• Acquisition Executive Panel: Reshape

the AWF with the right numbers, mix, and
education to empower the workforce
and develop effective leaders via tailored
leadership programs.

• Generational Differences: Honor and

leverage the skills of all generations,
remembering that “if you want to go fast, go
alone; if you want to go far, go together”.

of performance is now conducted in
conjunction with the contribution scoring
process.
In Ms. Blair’s words, the path to a qualified
and agile workforce is to simplify, streamline,
standardize, and, ultimately, share. We certainly
look forward to similar symposiums and thank
USD(A&S) HCI for organizing the event!

• Workforce Recruitment, Development,

and Retention Best Practices Industry Panel:
Support blended individual development:
70% experiential, 20% coaching and
mentoring, and 10% formal learning.

• Academia Panel: Recognize the value

of the modern education construct of
“chunked,” just-in-time training to make
more relevant and effective learning.
Instead of a “push” training model, enable
employees to pull the training when and
how it’s needed.

The Honorable Ellen Lord delivering the
keynote address at the Human Capital
Symposium

• Leadership Development and Succession

Planning Industry Panel: Invest in leadership
programs that address the questions: (a)
Why does leadership matter; (b) What
leadership capabilities do we need; (c)
Who do we invest in; and (d) How do
we accelerate leadership development.
Emphasize leadership goals to promote
problem solving, collaboration, and critical
thinking skills.

HCI Director, René Thomas-Rizzo, welcomes
attendees to the inaugural symposium

• Section 809 Panel Workforce Research:

Watch for their second volume to be
released in June 2018 with a focus on
hiring authorities, AcqDemo, and DAWDF
recommendations to Congress.

• AcqDemo Improvements and Flexibility:

Utilize AcqDemo to leverage direct hiring
authorities and compensate employees
for their contributions rather than
longevity in the position. The new Federal
Register Notice provides new flexibilities
such as Supervisor and Team Lead Cash
Differentials, streamlines contribution
factors from six to three and the quality

Ms. Betty Hoapili - Chief, DLA Acquisition Career Office (J71), and Aaron Hutson 4th Estate Deputy DACM talking over a break at the Human Capital Symposium

www.doddacm.mil
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DAU DSMC OFFERS EXECUTIVE
COACHING FOR SES’S!
Attention senior executives within the 4th Estate….did you know that senior faculty at DAU’s
Defense System Management College (DSMC) offers Executive Coaching? A certified
executive coach is available to assist with things such as “Preparing Program Managers
and key leaders to lead their programs and people” and tackling their three biggest
challenges, “Business, workforce, and self”. Please contact the 4th Estate Deputy DACM,
Aaron Hutson, aaron.hutson@doddacm.mil if interested in Executive Coaching.

WE WELCOME YOUR COMMENTS & IDEAS
As always, we welcome your feedback. To submit article ideas, suggestions or comments
please contact our communications director and newsletter editor, Aaron Hutson,
at aaron.hutson@doddacm.mil.

STUDENT SUPPORT
If you have training and development questions, always begin with your agency training or
quota management point of contact—typically located in your training, human resources, or
acquisition offices—for agency-specific guidance.
DATMS/ACQTAS Help Desk (for training, certification, continuous learning, and Defense
Acquisition Corps applications/issues) 703-645-0161 or datmshelp@asmr.com. Hours of
Operation: 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., EST.
ACQTAS Travel Technician, 703-645-0161 (commercial), 703-645-0432 (fax), or
ACQTAStravel@asmr.com.
DAU Helpdesk (general information or questions about DAU courses, welcome messages,
etc.) dauhelp@dau.mil, (703) 805-3459, or toll-free 866-568-6924/DSN 655-3459
(Choose option 1)
We hope you find this newsletter informative. Let’s collectively commit to providing
outstanding support to our 4th Estate Defense Acquisition Workforce.
26
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DSLDP AND DCELP CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
The Defense Senior Leader Development Program (DSLDP) is the premier civilian leader
development program for Department of Defense civilians at the GS-14 through GS-15
(or equivalent) level. DSLDP institutes a competency-based approach to the deliberate
development of senior civilian leaders with the enterprise-wide perspective needed to
lead organizations and programs, and achieve results in the joint, interagency, and multinational environments. DSLDP nominations are due by July 13, 2018 via AMRDEC Safe at
the following URL:
https://safe.amrdec.army.mil/safe/Guide.aspx
The Defense Civilian Emerging Leaders Program is the Department of Defense (DOD)
leader development program for civilians in the grades of GS-7 through GS-12 (or
equivalent) in the DOD and other Federal Agencies. The program consists of a series of 4
one-week in-resident sessions, assessment tools, knowledge transfer activities, participant
writing and briefing projects, and individual coaching. The program concentrates on
the five terminal learning objectives of Know Self, Express Self, Build Teams, Manage
Organizations and Understand the DOD. Nominations for 4th Estate acquisition
employees are due by July 13, 2018 to dodhra.mc-alex.dcpas.mbx.hrspas-dcelp@mail.mil
The Defense Civilian Personnel Advisory Service “Leader Development” webpage contains
further information and is available via this link:
https://www.cpms.osd.mil/Subpage/Events/LeaderDevelopment

DEFENSE ACQUISITION WORKFORCE AWARDS
CALL FOR NOMINATIONS ISSUED FOR 2018!
The Call for Nominations memorandum for the 2018 Under Secretary of Defense (USD)
for Acquisition & Sustainment (A&S) Awards was signed by The Honorable Ellen Lord,
USD(A&S) on May 1, 2018.
Nominations for all awards must be endorsed by the Component Acquisition Executive
and submitted NLT August 15, 2018 as follows:
2018 David Packard Excellence in Acquisition Award (Attachment 1) – submit
nominations to packard.award@dau.mil. Please contact Mr. Rich Hoeferkamp at
richard.e.hoeferkamp.civ@mail.mil if you have any questions or require additional
information.
2018 Individual Achievement Award and Development Innovation Award
nominations (Attachment 2 and 3) - submit nominations to achievement.award@hci.
mil or development.award@hci.mil, respectively. Please contact Ms. Aissa Tovar at Aissa.
tovar@hci.mil if you have any questions or require additional information.
2018 Flexibility in Contracting Award (Attachment 4) - submit nominations to
osd.pentagon.ousd-atl.mbx.cpic@mail.mil. Please contact Mr. Gregg Snyder at
gregory.d.snyder.civ@mail.mil if you have any questions or require additional information.
(The memorandum and nomination forms are available at this link)
www.doddacm.mil

Click Here for More Info
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DOD CAREERS IN ENGINEERING
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QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE FOR THE
ACQUISITION WORKFORCE
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